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5–7 (14–16) m with the vertical resolution of 25 (50) m 
when the criterion of potential density exceeding the 
10-m value by 0.03 kg m−3 is used for the MLD esti-
mation. Using the larger criterion (0.125 kg m−3) gen-
erally reduces the underestimations. In addition, posi-
tive biases greater than 100 m are found in wintertime 
subpolar regions when MLD criteria based on tempera-
ture are used. Biases of the reanalyses are due to both 
model errors and errors related to differences between 
the assimilation methods. The result shows that these 
errors are partially cancelled out through the ensemble 
averaging. Moreover, the bias in the ensemble mean 
field of the reanalyses is smaller than in the observa-
tion-only analyses. This is largely attributed to compa-
rably higher resolutions of the reanalyses. The robust 
reproduction of both the seasonal cycle and interannual 
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variability by the ensemble mean of the reanalyses 
indicates a great potential of the ensemble mean MLD 
field for investigating and monitoring upper ocean 
processes.
Keywords Ocean reanalysis · Mixed layer depth · Ocean 
Reanalyses Intercomparison Project (ORA-IP) · Data 
assimilation · Ocean general circulation model · Isothermal 
layer depth
1 Introduction
The ocean surface mixed layer (ML), directly communi-
cating with the atmosphere, transmits surface heat, fresh-
water and momentum fluxes to the interior ocean, which 
forces the ocean circulation (e.g., Pedlosky 1996). On the 
other hand, sea surface temperature (SST), which provides 
the boundary condition for the atmosphere, is determined 
through the ML processes. Also, heat content in the ML is 
one of the primary forcing factors of the atmospheric circu-
lation in some cases (e.g., Shay et al. 2000). Since the ML 
depth (MLD) is a relevant physical parameter for describ-
ing the dynamic nature of the ML, it is of great value to 
quantitatively determine the spatio-temporal variation of 
the MLD in the global ocean for better understanding the 
ocean circulation and air-sea interaction.
The Ocean Reanalyses Intercomparison Project (ORA-IP) 
was initiated to evaluate global ocean syntheses produced in 
several research and operational centers (Balmaseda et al. 
2015). These syntheses include both analyses that use obser-
vations only and analyses that combine ocean models and 
observations through data assimilation methods (referred 
to as “reanalyses” in this study). It is important to evaluate 
their strength and weakness in various aspects in order to 
understand the extent to which these products can be used 
to monitor the state of the ocean, initialize climate prediction 
and understand oceanic physical processes and in order also 
to identify priorities for new developments (e.g., Lahoz and 
Errera 2010). Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio inferred 
from an ensemble of these products can improve the under-
standing of the robustness of oceanic physical processes rep-
resented by these reanalyses (e.g., Lee et al. 2009).
MLD is selected as one of the important indices for the 
ORA-IP (Toyoda et al. 2014) in addition to heat and salt con-
tent, steric height, sea level, surface heat fluxes, depth of the 
20 degree isotherm and sea ice. In the present study, monthly 
mean global MLD time series are estimated and intercom-
pared from 19 syntheses (2 observation-only analyses and 17 
reanalyses). Following a brief description of MLDs in Sect. 2, 
we first investigate the observation-only analyses focusing 
on errors in estimating MLDs in Sect. 3. The ensemble mean 
of the reanalyses is also examined since it can have a better 
fidelity in some regions if model errors in the individual rea-
nalyses cancel out through the ensemble averaging approach. 
Intercomparisons of all the syntheses/reanalyses are provided 
in Sect. 4. The findings are summarized in Sect. 5.
2  Data
2.1  Definition of MLD
For the MLD definition, density criteria (e.g., Levitus 1982) 
are used in this study, i.e., MLD is defined as the depth 
where potential density exceeds the 10-m depth value by 
Δρ = 0.03 or 0.125 kg m−3 (“MLDr003”/”MLDr0125”), 
since these 2 criteria are often used (e.g., Hosoda et al. 
2010) and our interest is in sensitivity of the MLD estima-
tion to the criterion value. Similarly, isothermal layer depth 
(ILD) is defined as the depth where potential tempera-
ture differs from the 10-m depth value by ΔT = 0.2 °C or 
0.5 °C (“ILDt02”/”ILDt05”). These ILDs were sometimes 
used as substitutes for MLDs in previous studies since 
salinity profiles are less numerous than temperature pro-
files. Hence, for the present intercomparison, both MLDs 
and ILDs are used as indices for vertical mixing intensity 
in the upper ocean. Note that the above temperature crite-
rion (ΔT = 0.5 °C), multiplied by the characteristic ther-
mal expansion rate (e.g., 0.24 kg m−3 °C−1 at 18 °C and 
35 psu), generally correspond to the density criterion 
(Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3).
2.2  Observation‑only analyses
Two observation-only analyses archived in the ORA-IP 
are used in this study, EN3v2a and ARMOR3D (Table 1). 
EN3v2a analyzed in situ temperature and salinity (TS) 
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observations; ARMOR3D synthesized satellite-derived sea 
level anomalies (SLAs) and SSTs in addition to in situ TS 
observations. Monthly MLD and ILD time series are calcu-
lated from the monthly mean TS fields on the native grids 
of the individual datasets. Interpolated values on global 
longitude-latitude grids with one-degree resolution are used 
for the intercomparison.
In order to evaluate the MLDs/ILDs in the ORA-IP, we 
use the freely available MLD/ILD datasets of MILA-GPV 
(Hosoda et al. 2010) and de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004; 
“deBoyer” hereafter). These data are estimated as the aver-
age of MLDs/ILDs deduced from individual TS profiles. 
In particular, MILA-GPV uses only the Argo profiles with-
out interpolation between grid points, although the spatio-
temporal coverage of the dataset is limited. Hence, we use 
MILA-GPV as a reference for the intercomparison mainly 
(e.g., Fig. 1). Note that deBoyer provides only the monthly 
climatological fields for MLDr003 and ILDt02.
Additionally, we use MLDs/ILDs calculated from 
the monthly TS climatologies of the World Ocean Atlas 
(WOA) 2009 (e.g., Locarnini et al. 2010). Note that this 
dataset (derived from TS climatologies) is somewhat simi-
lar to EN3v2a and ARMOR3D (derived from monthly 
TS analyses) but different from MILA-GPV and deBoyer 
(derived from individual TS profiles).
2.3  Reanalyses
Each of the reanalyses used in this study may have their own 
systematic error, attributed to ocean general circulation model 
(OGCM), spatial resolution, surface forcing, ML parameteri-
zation, assimilated data and assimilation method adopted in 
each analysis (Table 2). The ensemble averaging will partially 
result in compensation of errors, thus decreasing the error of 
the MLD estimate, but still errors will remain. In addition, the 
reanalyses can be clustered in several groups: For example, 
versions of NEMO are used in G2V3, C-GLORS, UR025.4, 
GloSea5, ORAS4 and ORAP5, while versions of MOM are 
used in MERRA, ECDA, PEODAS, K7-ODA and K7-CDA; 
Smoother approaches are adopted in GECCO2, ECCO-NRT, 
ECCO-v4, K7-ODA and K7-CDA; Coupled models are used 
in ECDA, K7-CDA and MOVE-C; Relatively high horizon-
tal resolutions are adopted in G2V3, C-GLORS, UR025.4, 
GloSea5, ORAP5 and ECCO-v4. If similar MLD features 
are exhibited within the groups, important information for 
improving the systems can be provided.
As for the observation-only analyses, monthly MLD and 
ILD time series are calculated from the monthly mean TS 
fields on the native grids and interpolated onto the common 
longitude-latitude grids with one-degree resolution.
In addition, the ensemble mean of the 17 model based 
reanalysis MLDs/ILDs are calculated (“ENSMEAN”; 
not including EN3v2a and ARMOR3D). Note that these 
MLDs/ILDs differ from MLDs/ILDs calculated from the 
ensemble mean TS fields. In order to reduce the influence 
of the difference in period among the reanalyses (Table 3), 
the MLD/ILD time series for ENSMEAN are calculated as 
follows: Monthly climatologies averaged over the period 
of 2001–2011 (or longest available during this period here-
after) and monthly interannual anomalies from these cli-
matologies are first computed for the individual ensemble 
members. Using these climatologies and interannual anom-
alies, the monthly climatologies and interannual anomalies 
(for 1948–2012) of ENSMEAN are calculated respectively. 
The absolute MLD/ILD time series for ENSMEAN are 
produced as the sum of these monthly climatologies and 
interannual anomalies.
3  Uncertainties in observation‑only analyses
Figure 1 exhibits the zonal-mean monthly MLD/ILD nor-
malized differences of EN3v2a, ARMOR3D, deBoyer, WOA 
and ENSMEAN from MILA-GPV. (Note that this does not 
mean that MILA-GPV is true.) The differences between 
deBoyer and MILA-GPV (MLDr003 and ILDt02) are gen-
erally small, since these are comparable datasets that use 
individual TS profiles. Relatively large differences at high 
latitudes may possibly result from spatio-temporally limited 
observations there, especially from the Argo floats. MLDs/
ILDs for WOA, EN3v2a and ARMOR3D exhibit biases 
toward shallower depths. ILDt02s in WOA are 20–40 % 
shallower than those in MILA-GPV globally, which is con-
sistent with the result of de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004). 
They indicated that the global shallow biases are attributed to 
the fact that MLD/ILD calculated from averaged TS profiles 
is more strongly affected by profiles from which shallower 
MLD/ILD are estimated. Therefore, it can be considered that 
the smaller discrepancies from MILA-GPV for EN3v2a and 
ARMOR3D than those for WOA, as shown in Fig. 1, are due 
to their use of the monthly mean TS profiles as opposed to 
the climatologically averaged TS profiles as in WOA.
Table 1  Description of the 
observation-only analyses in the 
ORA-IP
Name Center Resolution Assimilated data References
EN3v2a UKMO 1°, 30lv TS Ingleby and Huddleston 
(2007)
ARMOR3D CLS 1/3°, 33lv TS/SLA/SST Guinehut et al. (2012)
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As described above, the temperature criterion 
(ΔT = 0.5 °C) generally correspond to the density crite-
rion (Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3). These criteria give similar 
patterns for each of the observation-only analyses except 
that large positive biases are seen at about 60°S–40°S and 
40°N–60°N in winter-early spring for the temperature cri-
terion cases. We will discuss these biases later (Sect. 3.3).
By using larger values for the criterion (Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3 
and ΔT = 0.5 °C), generally similar patterns to those with 
smaller values (Δρ = 0.03 kg m−3 and ΔT = 0.2 °C) are 
obtained for WOA, EN3v2a and ARMOR3D, respectively, 
but the amplitudes of the negative biases are much reduced. 
On the other hand, the positive biases at mid- and high lati-
tudes are enhanced. For ENSMEAN, the discrepancies from 
MILA-GPV are considerably smaller than those for WOA, 
EN3v2a and ARMOR3D for each of the criteria. The change 
in vertical resolution of profiles can be an error source as well 
as averaging of profiles as indicated by de Boyer Montégut 
et al. (2004). How these errors differ according to the criterion 
values is also an important question. In addition, representa-
tion of the interannual variability is relevant for climate studies 
as well as the climatology. These are quantitatively analyzed 
in the following subsections.
3.1  Errors due to averaging of profiles
de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004) previously revealed that 
averaging of profiles can lead to underestimations of MLD 
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Fig. 1  Zonal mean monthly distributions of MLDr003, MLDr0125, ILDt02 and ILDt05 averaged over 2001–2011 for (left column) MILA-GPV 
and (others) differences from MILA-GPV, normalized by the MILA-GPV values
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(shallower biases). In this subsection, we investigate the 
influence of the time average by comparing the MLD/ILD 
estimates from monthly mean (“m”) and instantaneous 
(“i”) TS profiles (“MLDr003m” and “MLDr003i” and like-
wise). Since both of the above TS profiles are now provided 
by the MOVE-G2 experiment, our comparison here focuses 
on the influence of the time average of profiles. In addition, 
interannually averaged monthly TS profiles (like climatolo-
gies) are also used to estimate the MLDs/ILDs.
Underestimations in the zonal mean of greater than 10 m 
are seen in case of the monthly mean profiles at mid-high 
latitudes in March–May (September–December) in the 
Northern (Southern) Hemisphere (Fig. 2a, b). These are 
attributed to the re-stratification process of deep wintertime 
MLDs/ILDs in the Kuroshio Extension region, in the south 
of the North Atlantic Current and in the Southern Ocean 
and are generally 10–20 m (Fig. 2c, d). Note that larger 
biases can be seen in the sea ice region. In addition, use of 
the climatological profiles (averaged over the 2001–2011 
period) results in further underestimation of MLD, espe-
cially in the tropics, where TS profiles vary greatly in asso-
ciation with El Niño and Southern Oscillation (not shown).
In the latitudes of 20°–30°, underestimations from this 
effect are enlarged in March (September) in the Northern 
(Southern) Hemisphere (e.g., Fig. 2a). A previous study 
(Takeuchi and Yasuda 2003) identified the MLD shoaling 
from February to March (from August to September) in a 
large part of this latitude band in the Northern (Southern) 
Table 3  Variables and duration 
available for the ORA-IP and 
contact parson
Durations submitted to the ORA-IP are sometimes shorter than those of the original reanalyses
Synthesis Variables Duration Contact person
EN3v2a All 1993–2011 S. Good
ARMOR3D All 1993–2010 S. Guinehut
G2V3 All 1993–2011 F. Hernandez
C-GLORS All 1991–2011 A. Storto
UR025.4 MLDr003, MLDr0125, 
ILDt05
1993–2010 M. Valdivieso
GloSea5 All 1993–Jul. 2012 M. Martin
ORAS4 All 1958–2011 M. Balmaseda
ORAP5 All 1993–2012 H. Zuo
GECCO2 All 1948–Nov. 2011 A. Köhl
MERRA MLDr0125, ILDt05 1993–2011 G. Vernieres
ECCO-NRT MLDr0125, ILDt05 1993–2011 O. Wang
ECCO-v4 MLDr0125, ILDt05 1992–2010 X. Wang
ECDA All 2005–2011 Y.-S. Chang
PEODAS All 1980–2012 O. Alves
K7-ODA All 1975–2011 S. Masuda
K7-CDA All 2000–2006 Y. Ishikawa
MOVE-G2 All 1993–2012 T. Toyoda
MOVE-CORE All 1948–2007 Y. Fujii
MOVE-C All 1950–2011 Y. Fujii
Fig. 2  Zonal mean 
monthly differences 
MLDr003m − MLDr003i 
(a) and 
MLDr0125m − MLDr0125i (b) 
estimated from MOVE-G2  
during the 2001–2012 
period. Distributions of 
MLDr0125m − MLDr0125i in 
April–May (c) and November–
December (d)
(a) MLDr003m-i (b) MLDr0125m-i
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90S
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Hemisphere, despite the fact that monthly mean net sur-
face heat flux is cooling the ocean surface. Since they used 
the averaged profiles (e.g., WOA 1998), the MLD shoaling 
may partially be explained by the above underestimations 
brought about by monthly averaging. Note that Takeuchi 
(2006) discussed the possible effect of variability of surface 
heat flux within a month by using a simple ML model.
Similar effects can be expected from averaging of profiles 
over time as above and within a grid cell, when the length 
scale calculated from the typical advection speed (e.g., 
1 cm s
−1 × 1 month ∼ 26 km) is comparable to the grid 
spacing. Hence the above estimation for the effect of averag-
ing over time by using the MOVE-G2 result might be differ-
ent from that for the effect of averaging within a grid cell. 
In addition, the impact of temporal averaging of profiles in 
the estimation of monthly MLD/ILD may be affected by the 
amount of high frequency variability, which in turn may be 
affected by horizontal resolution. To address this question 
we have used G2V3 which has a finer horizontal resolution 
(1/4°) than MOVE-G2 (1° zonally and 0.3°–0.5° meridion-
ally). MLD/ILD estimates from monthly and daily mean TS 
profiles for an older version of G2V3 have been compared. 
This comparison generally supports the above-described 
underestimations of 10–20 m in early spring (not shown). 
Note that both reanalyses (MOVE-G2 and G2V3) assimi-
lated the satellite-derived SLA observations (Table 2).
It should be noted that profiles from the real observations 
would have further variability on smaller scales, which can-
not be resolved in OGCMs. The averaging of these profiles 
may cause the underestimation of MLD in the same way as 
indicated by de Boyer Montégut et al. (2004). Therefore, 
the broad tendency of larger MLDs in ENSMEAN than in 
the observation-only analyses as shown in Fig. 1 can be 
attributed to this effect partly.
Horizontal resolution can affect not only representa-
tion of the eddy-scale variability as discussed above but 
also averaging area of TS profiles for the MLD/ILD esti-
mation. In order to investigate the latter effect, we com-
pare the MLDs (MLDr003m and MLDr0125m) estimated 
from monthly TS profiles in the MOVE-G2 experiment. 
Three TS profiles on the one-degree resolution grids are 
used for the MLD estimation: 1) those interpolated from 
the MOVE-G2 grids (e.g., “MLDr003m_1x1”), 2) those 
smoothed by a 9-point filter after the interpolation (e.g., 
“MLDr003m_3x3”) and 3) those smoothed by a 25-point 
filter after the interpolation (e.g., “MLDr003m_5x5”). 
Note that the smoothed profiles correspond to the profiles 
from low resolution analysis. As shown in Fig. 3, shallower 
MLDs are estimated when the smoothed (low resolution) 
TS profiles are used. This effect appears mostly in winter, 
in contrast to the effect of the time averaging (early spring; 
Fig. 2). Larger-scale smoothing results in greater magni-
tude of shoaling for both MLDr003m and MLDr0125m. 
While errors resulting from the smoothing at high latitudes 
-40 -30 105 403020-5-10 [m]-20
DECJAN
EQ
30S
60S
30N
60N
90N
90S
JAN
(a) MLDr003 (9 point) (b) MLDr003 (25 point) (c) MLDr0125 (9 point) (d) MLDr0125 (25 point)
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Fig. 3  Zonal mean monthly differences between MLDs from smoothed and unsmoothed TS profiles during the 2001–2012 period in the 
MOVE-G2 experiment. a MLDr003m_3x3 − MLDr003m_1x1. b MLDr003m_5x5 − MLDr003m_1x1. c, d Same as a, b but for MLDr0125m
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Fig. 4  Vertical resolution of the syntheses in the ORA-IP
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are larger with the larger criterion (Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3), 
errors at mid-latitudes are smaller with the larger criterion. 
Although various resolutions (about 1/4°–1°) are adopted 
for the reanalyses in this study, a tendency of shallower 
MLDs for reanalyses with lower resolutions is not seen as 
shown later (Sect. 4). Therefore, while horizontal resolu-
tion finer than 1° seems not to much influence the MLD 
estimation, the coarser resolutions (such as 3° and 5°) can 
largely affect the estimation.
3.2  Effect of vertical resolution
The average vertical resolutions of the observational pro-
files are 8.2, 2.3, 19.5 and 9.4 m for profiling floats, CTD 
(Conductivity-Temperature-Depth), XBT (eXpendable 
BathyThermograph) and MBT (Mechanical BathyTher-
mograph) measurements, respectively (de Boyer Montégut 
et al. 2004), whereas those for mooring arrays are usually 
about 20 m. On the other hand, the vertical resolutions of 
TS profiles in the syntheses can be much lower as shown 
in Fig. 4. For example, the vertical resolution of the WOA 
data is 25 (50) m at 50–150 (150–300) m depth. The low 
resolution of TS profiles can also be an error source in the 
MLD estimation.
Figure 5 shows schematic illustrations for the MLD 
estimations from high and low resolution profiles. In the 
high resolution case (Fig. 5a) and low resolution case (1) 
(Fig. 5b), the estimated MLDs are comparable to the “real” 
MLD (from the common simultaneous profile). On the 
other hand, in the low resolution case (2) (Fig. 5c), the esti-
mated MLD is much shallower than the real MLD. Thus, 
MLD can be underestimated by using a low resolution 
vertical discretization depending on the relative position 
of grids to the real MLD. In order to quantitatively assess 
this effect, we generalize the MLD estimation as in Fig. 5d. 
Since we assume that we have at least one grid point in the 
thermocline, which should hold for the most of the regions 
and resolutions we investigate here, this simplified model 
does not contain a low-stratified layer beneath the seasonal 
thermocline. We note that if the thermocline is not resolved 
with at least one grid point overestimation of MLD can also 
happen. In fact, larger MLDs are estimated from the aver-
aged profiles than from the individual profiles, in particular 
with larger criteria, at high latitudes in winter. There, the 
averaging of the profiles with a relatively weak thermocline 
results in a weak thermocline being represented in the syn-
theses, leading to an overestimation of MLD/ILD, as indi-
cated by Noh and Lee (2008).
Fig. 5  Schematic illustrations 
of the MLD estimation for a 
high resolution and b, c low 
resolution cases. MLDs are 
estimated from a common verti-
cal profile of potential density 
(black line) by using linearly 
interpolated values between the 
vertical grids. d A simplified 
sketch showing relationship 
between error in the MLD 
estimation and vertical level 
spacing
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Here, the estimation error, e, is determined by using 
level spacing, Δz, relative position of the bending point of 
the profile to the grid, r, and vertical density gradient of the 
seasonal thermocline, ∂ρ
∂z
, as
where c is the lower limit of r, and is given by the rela-
tion that the density at a grid point is larger than the refer-
ence (10-m) value by Δρ exactly. (Although the true MLD 
would be the bending point for this profile, we use the “real 
MLD” based on the density criterion here considering the 
practical use with rather noisy profiles.) The expected error 
is then estimated as
Figure 6 exhibits the expected error values depending 
on the vertical resolution for Δρ = 0.03 and 0.125 kg m−3, 
where Δz of 10 m corresponds to the vertical resolution 
of typical observations. For Δρ = 0.03 kg m−3, the shal-
lower errors at low- and mid-latitudes are within 5–7 
(14–18) m with Δz = 25 (50) m (Fig. 6a). In case of 
Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3, the errors are much smaller (e.g., 
3–5 m with Δz = 25 m) and errors for the observational 
profiles are less than 1 m (Fig. 6b). In contrast to the errors 
indicated in Sect. 3.1, the distribution of the errors from 
vertical resolution is rather broad in terms of time and 
space (e.g., Fig. 6c).
The mean differences of EN3v2a/ARMOR3D from 
MILA-GPV (over 40°S–50°N and the 2001–2011 period) 
are −11.4 and −8.2 m for Δρ = 0.03 and 0.125 kg m−3, 
respectively. These values are between the above esti-
mations with Δz = 25 and 50 m (blue and red lines 
(1)e =


�z(1− r)×
∂ρ
∂z
·�z·r−∆ρ
∂ρ
∂z
·�z·r
for c ≡
∆ρ
�z
/
∂ρ
∂z
< r < 1
0 for 1 < r < 1+ c
(2)e¯ =
1+c
∫
c
edr
respectively in Fig. 6a, b) and generally consistent with the 
resolutions of these data at the 100–300 m depth (Fig. 4). 
Note that the Δz values vary with depth (and per dataset) 
and also that use of vertical covariances of background 
errors (or smoothing) in the analyses can make the resolu-
tion of the represented vertical variability coarser than the 
level spacing.
Differences between ENSMEAN and MILA-GPV 
are generally smaller than differences between EN3v2a/
ARMOR3D and MILA-GPV (Fig. 1) as described above. 
This can be largely attributed to the higher vertical reso-
lutions in the reanalyses, although the possible effect of 
small scale variability in the real observation data might 
cause the shallower MLDs in the observation-only analyses 
partly (Sect. 3.1). Figure 4 represents the vertical resolution 
for each depth and synthesis. The level spacing of the rea-
nalyses is generally less than 20 m at depths important for 
the ML variation (approximately the upper 200 m), which 
(c) Error dz=50 Δρ=0.03
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Fig. 6  Zonal mean expected values for the underestimation associ-
ated with limited vertical resolution of profiles in the MLD estima-
tion by using the criteria, Δρ = 0.03 (a) and Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3 
(b). Green, blue and red lines denote the vertical resolutions of 
Δz = 10, 25 and 50 m, respectively. c Distribution of the errors 
when Δρ = 0.03 kg m−3 and Δz = 50 m. ∂ρ
∂z
 values at the ML bot-
tom are calculated from the individual Argo profiles over the 2000–
2012 period and averaged onto monthly and 1° by 1° bins for use in 
Eq. (1). Units are in meter
(a) MILA-GPV (b) WOA
(d) ARMOR3D(c) EN3v2a
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Fig. 7  ILDt05 distributions in March in the North Pacific basin aver-
aged over 2001–2011 for a MILA-GPV, b WOA, c EN3v2a and d 
ARMOR3D
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works well for the relatively small errors in the MLD and 
ILD fields of ENSMEAN. Note that relatively large ensem-
ble size in this study should contribute to the generally 
small model errors in ENSMEAN.
3.3  Overestimation of ILDs in the subpolar regions
In addition to the aforementioned underestimations relative 
to MILA-GPV, overestimation of wintertime ILDs (biased-
deep) estimated from the monthly mean TS profiles are 
seen in the subpolar regions. Figure 7 shows the ILDt05 
distributions in March for MILA-GPV, WOA, EN3v2a 
and ARMOR3D. ILDs deeper than 400 m can be widely 
seen in the subarctic North Pacific in WOA, EN3v2a and 
ARMOR3D, while are only seen at a few grid points in 
MILA-GPV. Similar overestimation occurs in the Southern 
Ocean in austral winter (not shown).
In these subpolar regions, stratification is mostly deter-
mined by the halocline (e.g., Yuan and Talley 1996) and the 
thermocline is weak especially in winter (e.g., Dodimead 
1967). A surface isothermal layer extending to the meso-
thermal layer (intermediate warm layer) can appear when 
the dicothermal structure (intermediate cold profile) weak-
ens seasonally as shown, for example, in Fig. 8. How-
ever, since temperature in the surface layer changes rather 
rapidly if resolved with enough temporal resolution, this 
occurs only during a short period (Fig. 8a). On the other 
hand, the monthly data represent the occurrence of thick 
isothermal layer in a whole month, resulting in the overesti-
mation greater than 100 m (Fig. 8b).
3.4  Interannual variability
A comprehensive assessment of the interannual anomaly 
field on a global scale is rather difficult due to limited inde-
pendent observations. In this study, we assume white noise 
for the interannual anomaly field in each of the datasets 
and thereby investigate correlations of interannual signals 
between the datasets. Figure 9 presents the zonal mean 
correlation coefficients for interannual anomaly compo-
nents in the data rich Argo period, using monthly data (sea-
sonal cycle removed) for 2005–2011, among MILA-GPV, 
EN3v2a and ARMOR3D. Correlation coefficients (for 
MLDs in particular) are small at high latitudes presumably 
due to the limited number of observations there. At low- 
and mid-latitudes (about 50°S–60°N), values for MLDr003 
and ILDt02 generally locate between 0.15 and 0.4 (Fig. 9a, 
b), whereas those for MLDr0125 and ILDt05 between 0.3 
and 0.6 (Fig. 9c, d). Thus the interannual signals are more 
consistently represented when using the larger criteria 
(Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3 and ΔT = 0.5 °C).
In addition, correlation coefficients between EN3v2a 
and ARMOR3D (red) are larger than those between MILA-
GPV and EN3v2a/ARMOR3D (light blue/light green) 
for MLDr0125 and ILDt05 (Fig. 9c, d). This suggests that 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the interannual anomalies are 
relatively low in MILA-GPV possibly due to the limited 
coverage by Argo floats. The correlation coefficients for 
MLDr0125 between EN3v2a and ARMOR3D (red) are 
lower by 0.1–0.2 at low latitudes than at mid-latitudes. This 
reduction of the correlation at low latitudes does not occur 
for ILDt05. This result implies that salinity analysis in the 
tropics may not be well constrained by observations. In fact, 
the lower correlation for MLDr0125 at low latitudes mainly 
results from relatively low correlation in the western Pacific 
warm pool region and in the Intertropical Convergence Zone 
(not shown), where salinity plays an important role in deter-
mining the surface-layer stratification due to large fresh-
water input to the ocean. Note that, although Shi et al. (An 
assessment of upper ocean salinity content from the Ocean 
Reanalyses Inter-comparison Project (ORA-IP), submitted 
to the same issue of Climate Dynamics, 2015) show that 
the averaged salinities over the 0–700 m depth in this region 
(156°E, 8°N) from the reanalyses are generally consistent 
with the observations by the TRITON buoy, our result indi-
cates that the vertical salinity distribution in the upper ocean 
Fig. 8  Time evolution of the 
vertical temperature profile in 
the subpolar North Pacific at 
180°E, 45°N in 2001 repre-
sented a by snapshot data with 
an interval of the model time 
step (20 min) and b by monthly 
mean data. Both time series are 
derived from the MOVE-G2 
product. Red (yellow) line indi-
cates ILDt05s calculated from 
the former (latter) data
(a) Temp (180E, 45N) from 20 min data (b) Temp (180E, 45N) from monthly data
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is still uncertain. Figure 10 compares the MLD/ILD time 
series in the western Pacific warm pool region (150°E–180°, 
5°S–5°N). It is demonstrated that MLDr0125 time series 
(Fig. 10a) are much less consistent with each other than the 
ILDt05 time series (Fig. 10b), the latter of which are well 
constrained by relatively rich observations for tempera-
ture profiles by mooring arrays in the tropics. Variability in 
MLDr0125 of ARMOR3D (green line) is relatively weak 
on both the seasonal and interannual time scales. Although 
grid-scale correlation between MILA-GPV and EN3v2a is 
rather lower (Fig. 9c), the area-mean values exhibit similar 
interannual variations, especially for the period of the cor-
relation analysis (2005–2011).
Zonal mean correlation coefficients between ENSMEAN 
and other datasets are shown in Fig. 9e, f. For both MLDr0125 
and ILDt05, correlation coefficients between ENSMEAN 
and EN3v2a/ARMOR3D (blue/green) are greater than those 
between ENSMEAN and MILA-GPV (yellow) at low- and 
mid-latitudes. This fact also suggests relatively low signal-
to-noise ratio of the interannual variability in MILA-GPV as 
described above. Note that distortion of the monthly MLD 
distributions by Argo sampling was reported in previous stud-
ies (e.g., Juza et al. 2012). On the other hand, the variability 
in MILA-GPV is by and large consistent with the variability 
in ENSMEAN in terms of area-mean values, especially for 
the 2005–2011 period (e.g., Fig. 10).
Fig. 9  Zonal mean correlation 
coefficients of monthly interan-
nual anomalies during 2005–
2010 (defined in this study as 
monthly data over 6 years with 
the mean seasonal cycle for this 
period removed), a–d among 
MILA-GPV, EN3v2a and 
ARMOR3D and e, f between 
ENSMEAN and MILA-GPV/
EN3v2a/ARMOR3D, for a 
MLDr003, b ILDt02, c, e 
MLDr0125 and d, f ILDt05. 
The period was chosen because 
all datasets are available during 
this period
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Correlation coefficients between ENSMEAN and 
EN3v2a/ARMOR3D (blue/green) are generally greater 
than those between EN3v2a and ARMOR3D (red) as 
shown in Fig. 9e, f. This suggests better representation of 
interannual signals in ENSMEAN, which can be attributed 
to the use of atmospheric information as surface forcing. 
Independent validations will ensure the effectiveness of the 
ensemble use of reanalyses in detecting interannual vari-
ability, which awaits future work.
4  Intercomparison of the reanalysis MLDs/ILDs
4.1  Seasonal and interannual variations of MLDs
Seasonal variations of MLDs are basically characterized 
by the winter- and summer-time MLD features. Following 
the discussion in Sect. 3.1, MLDs in February and August 
are compared among the syntheses as typical of MLDs in 
winter and summer respectively with relatively small errors 
(e.g., MLDs in March are considered to have larger errors). 
Figures 11 and 12 show that the MLDr0125 discrepancies 
from MILA-GPV are relatively large in the winter hemi-
sphere on a basin scale for both the observation-only analy-
ses and reanalyses. Distributions for MLDr003, ILDt02 and 
ILDt05 (figures not shown) are generally similar to those 
for MLDr0125. 
In February (Fig. 11), positive discrepancies are seen in 
the Kuroshio Extension and recirculation regions in most 
of the reanalyses, where common biases are known in 
coarse resolution models (e.g., Hasumi et al. 2010). Simi-
lar positive discrepancies are exhibited in the Gulf Stream 
recirculation region. Positive discrepancies can also be seen 
in the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal for all the renaly-
ses except G2V3 and ECCO-v4. In addition, in many rea-
nalyses, negative discrepancies are seen in the Southern 
Ocean (in austral summer) such as reported in several stud-
ies (e.g., Gnanadesikan et al. 2006; Noh and Lee 2008). 
Note that MLDs become larger from ORAS4 to ORAP5 
in this region probably by incorporating the effects of the 
wave breaking and Langmuir circulation (Janssen 2012), 
although other updates of the system (e.g., horizontal 
resolution) may also have a contribution. Since the above 
discrepancies are not seen in the observation-only analy-
ses (EN3v2a and ARMOR3D), these can be considered as 
weakness of the reanalyses that need to be improved.
Negative discrepancies from MILA-GPV are predomi-
nant in the North Atlantic Current region for many synthe-
ses including the observation-only analyses. These can be 
attributed to overestimations of the monthly MLDs by Argo 
sampling in winter in this region (up to about 50 m) indi-
cated by Juza et al. (2012) at least partly. It is considered 
that, in the subpolar North Atlantic, both limited observa-
tions and poor representations by models affect the large 
ensemble spread of the syntheses which is defined in this 
study as the standard deviation from the ensemble mean 
(e.g., Xue et al. 2012). However, since the absolute MLD 
values are several times larger in this region than in other 
regions, normalized ensemble spread values larger than 0.4 
generally occur in limited regions near the coast.
Weak negative discrepancies in the tropics for all the 
syntheses are consistent with our results described in 
Sect. 3.2. Although negative discrepancies in the subarc-
tic North Pacific for ENSMEAN are comparable to those 
for EN3v2a and ARMOR3D, their amplitudes for the indi-
vidual reanalyses differ greatly: negative discrepancies 
larger than the ENSMEAN values in G2V3, GECCO2, 
ECCO-NRT, ECDA, K7-ODA, K7-CDA, MOVE-G2 
and MOVE-CORE; positive discrepancies in C-GLORS, 
UR025.4 and GloSea5. The overall patterns are similar in 
C-GLORS, UR025.4 and GloSea5, suggesting that, in this 
cluster, the choice of model (NEMO3.2), forcing (ERA-
interim (ERAi)) and resolution (Table 2) plays a dominant 
role in determining the MLD. Note that horizontal resolu-
tion often influences the tuning of parameterizations such 
as isopycnal diffusivity that is important to the representa-
tion of the stratification in the subpolar regions. Although 
G2V3, ORAS4 and ORAP5 also use the NEMO model and 
0
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Fig. 10  Time series of MLDr0125s (a) and ILDt05s (b) averaged 
over the western Pacific warm pool region (150°E–180°, 5°S–5°N) 
for MILA-GPV, EN3v2a, ARMOR3D and ENSMEAN (black, blue, 
green and red lines, respectively). 5-month running mean values are 
plotted
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ERA-interim forcing, a bias correction scheme (Balmaseda 
et al. 2007) might work to reduce the above positive biases. 
Note that, although the ERA-interim forcing is also used 
for ECCO-v4, it is corrected through the 4DVAR approach. 
Another cluster includes MERRA, ECDA and PEODAS, 
which commonly use the MOM models and also show 
similar patterns. Although K7-ODA and K7-CDA also use 
the MOM3, the assimilation method they use (4DVAR) 
appears to have stronger effect on the MLD patterns.
In August (Fig. 12), the large MLDs around the Antarc-
tic Circumpolar Current (ACC) region as represented in 
MILA-GPV are estimated to be smaller in most of the rea-
nalyses. In addition, the amplitudes of the discrepancies are 
remarkably different between the datasets, and hence the 
ensemble spread in this region is relatively large. Improve-
ment in representing MLDs in this region is needed in the 
future. To do so, intercomparisons for sea ice (e.g., Smith 
et al. 2014) and surface flux (e.g., Valdivieso et al. 2014) 
might indicate important clues in association with deep 
convection following the sea ice formation by strong cool-
ing. Further observations in the Southern Ocean, particu-
larly for the sea ice region, are also important, indicated 
by large differences between MILA-GPV and EN3v2a/
ARMOR3D with their signs changing on small scales.
Positive discrepancies in the mid-latitude South Pacific 
and Atlantic seen in C-GLORS, UR025.4 and Glo-
Sea5 (Fig. 12) are similar to those in the North Pacific in 
boreal winter (Fig. 11). In the South Indian Ocean, posi-
tive discrepancies are also seen in most of the reanalyses, 
which can be attributed partly to a weak representation of 
the Agulhas retroflection in coarse resolution models as 
reported by previous studies (e.g., Morioka et al. 2012). 
Such difficulty in representing the MLD variability is also 
seen in several reanalyses in the confluent region between 
the Brazil and Malvinas Currents. The above limitations 
are also found in the intercomparison of the salinity fields 
(Alves et al. 2014).
Negative discrepancies in the western tropical Pacific 
are observed in several reanalyses. Previous studies have 
reported that precipitation inputs derived from atmospheric 
reanalysis datasets are much larger than satellite-based 
estimates in this region (Iwasaki et al. 2014). On the other 
hand, evaporation for OGCMs is usually estimated from 
the bulk formula by using simulated SST as in the reanaly-
ses here. The model experiment using the above freshwa-
ter fluxes often generates a too strong halocline, thereby 
leading to negative MLD biases. Assimilation of the recent 
sea surface salinity observations from satellites is likely to 
reduce these biases (e.g., Köhl et al. 2014; Toyoda et al. 
2015). Furthermore, better results from the reanalyses with 
ocean–atmosphere coupled models (ECDA and MOVE-
C) suggest an advantage of these approaches (e.g., Fujii 
et al. 2009) as they may eliminate some of the uncertainties 
associated with precipitation forcing from atmospheric 
analysis. Obviously, further validation studies for the fresh-
water fluxes reproduced or corrected in the reanalyses are 
necessary. This would be addressed in the ORA-IP.
The skillful reproduction of the interannual variability in 
the ENSMEAN MLDr0125 field is demonstrated in Sect. 
3.4. Here, we intercompare the correlation of the individual 
reanalyses with ENSMEAN. Figure 13 shows the distribu-
tions of correlation coefficients for the interannual anoma-
lies of MLDr0125 between ENSMEAN and the individual 
reanalyses/syntheses. Correlation is low at high latitudes 
as seen for the observation-only analyses (Fig. 9e). At low 
and mid-latitudes, relatively large correlation can be seen in 
ORAS4 and MOVE-G2. Since both reanalyses use coarse 
resolution (about 1°) and the 3DVAR method, higher reso-
lution or sophisticated assimilation method does not always 
improve the reproduction of the interannual variability. 
Relatively small correlation coefficients are seen in the 
Kuroshio Extension, Gulf Stream, Agulhas retroflection 
and Malvinas Current regions, where discrepancies in mean 
values from MILA-GPV are also large (Figs. 11, 12). In the 
regions relevant to El Niño and Southern Oscillation and 
the Pacific decadal oscillation (e.g., Mochizuki et al. 2010), 
the correlation coefficients are relatively large for most of 
the reanalyses, which encourage possible applications of 
the reanalysis datasets to the studies on these oscillations.
For both observation-only analyses (bottom row in 
Fig. 13), correlation coefficients at mid-latitudes are 
higher for MLDr0125 than for ILDt05, as seen in Fig. 9e, 
f, although these are generally smaller than those between 
ENSMEAN and the reanalyses. As also seen in Fig. 9e, 
the correlation coefficients for MLDr0125 are lower at low 
latitudes than at mid-latitudes. It is shown in Fig. 13 that 
this arises from relatively low values in the regions of low 
surface salinity (e.g., the Indonesian maritime continent 
and the region of the Amazon River plume). In particular, 
the correlation for MLDr0125 between ENSMEAN and 
ARMOR3D is remarkably low, consistent with the result 
shown in Fig. 10. Surface salinity observations from sat-
ellites will possibly contribute to the improvements of 
the analyses in these regions (e.g., Toyoda et al., 2015). 
Also, observations by the mooring array are required to be 
maintained in order to keep or enhance the quality of the 
reanalyses/syntheses.
4.2  Barrier layer thicknesses
The barrier layer is the isothermal layer below the ML that 
prevents cooling of the ML by entrainment of the underly-
ing waters (e.g., Lukas and Lindstrom 1991). Therefore, the 
barrier layer thickness (BLT), which is usually deduced from 
the MLD and ILD, is an important parameter for the surface 
heat budget in climate studies. In this subsection, BLTs from 
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the syntheses are examined to evaluate the integrated repro-
duction of the MLDs and ILDs. BLT is defined in this study 
as difference between MLDr0125 and ILDt05 only when 
ILDt05 is larger than MLDr0125 (e.g., Maes et al. 2006).
Figure 14 shows the distributions of the BLTs from the 
syntheses. Results are only displayed for low- and mid-
latitudes because of the issues with ILDs at high latitudes 
(Sect. 3.3). Large BLTs present in the western equatorial 
Pacific and Atlantic and the north-eastern Indian Ocean 
are represented in MILA-GPV, EN3v2a and ARMOR3D. 
BLTs in the western Pacific and eastern Indian Oceans are 
larger in EN3v2a and ARMOR3D than in MILA-GPV. 
In objective analyses, a large zonal correlation scale may 
be used owing to fast wave speeds in the tropics. On the 
other hand, a recent study using the Argo data that the bar-
rier layer develops and ceases on a rather shorter time scale 
(Katsura and Oka 2014). This fact implies the presence of 
smaller-scale correlations there due to a confined distribu-
tion of intense BLTs as in MILA-GPV.
In addition to the formation of BLTs associated with 
excess precipitation (and also river discharge) over evapo-
ration in the tropics, another generating mechanism associ-
ated with subduction of the salty subtropical waters can be 
seen around the boundaries between tropics and subtrop-
ics. For example, pronounced BLTs around 10–20°N in 
the North Pacific are thought to come from both the North 
Pacific tropical water (e.g., Suga et al. 2000) and eastern 
subtropical mode water (e.g., Toyoda et al. 2004). These 
BLTs are greater in ARMOR3D than in MILA-GPV and 
EN3v2a in both North and South Pacific. This might result 
from the use of vertical modes in synthesizing satellite 
data (e.g., SLA and SST) as well as in situ TS profiles in 
ARMOR3D (Table 1).
The reanalyses basically reproduce the above features 
of the BLT distribution seen in the observational datasets. 
For example, the important aspects of BLTs in the western 
tropical Pacific are well represented in ENSMEAN, com-
parable to MILA-GPV in a quantitative sense. Note that 
BLTs are relatively small in GECCO2, ECCO-NRT and 
K7-ODA, which all use the smoother approaches (e.g., 
4DVAR and KS). This suggests that the control of the 
salinity field (such as by adjusting the surface freshwater 
fluxes) is still challenging in the smoother approach. In 
contrast, BLTs in the coupled reanalyses (ECDA, K7-CDA 
and MOVE-C) are quantitatively comparable to those in 
MILA-GPV and ENSMEAN, which is encouraging for the 
use of coupled models.
5  Summary and discussion
In the present study, we have investigated the fidelity of 
a suite of global ocean synthesis products in representing 
the MLD/ILD fields which are recognized as an important 
element in the ocean circulation system. These syntheses, 
including 2 observation-only analyses and 17 reanalyses 
which assimilate data into models, have been provided by 
operational and research centers as an international action 
of the ORA-IP (Balmaseda et al. 2015). First, we com-
pared the observation-only analyses with reference data-
sets (de Boyer Montégut et al. 2004; Hosoda et al. 2010) 
that determined MLD directly from individual TS pro-
files. The purpose is to investigate the errors in estimating 
MLDs/ILDs unrelated to model errors. Negative biases are 
seen in the MLDs/ILDs from monthly mean and gridded 
TS profiles of the above syntheses with respect to those 
from individual profiles as reported by de Boyer Mon-
tégut et al. (2004). It is revealed that these underestima-
tions from the averaging procedure of profiles are associ-
ated with a rapid re-stratification process to the relatively 
deep ML state in early spring and estimated to be approxi-
mately 10–20 m. In addition, negative biases are generated 
depending on the vertical resolutions of profiles, which 
are distributed more broadly in time and space. When the 
criterion Δρ = 0.03 kg m−3 is used, the underestimations 
from this effect are estimated as 5–7 (14–16) m for the ver-
tical resolution Δz = 25 (50) m. On the other hand, they 
are generally much smaller in case of the larger criterion 
Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3. Furthermore, considerable overesti-
mations (greater than 100 m) of the wintertime ILDs from 
the monthly mean profiles are seen in subpolar regions in 
association with the mesothermal structure.
Discrepancies between the ensemble mean obtained 
from the 17 sets of reanalyses and the reference datasets 
are noticeably smaller than the observation-only analyses 
in many regions where model errors in the individual rea-
nalyses are mutually canceled out through the ensemble 
averaging approach. This can be attributed mainly to the 
higher vertical resolutions of the reanalyses in reproducing 
the MLDs as well as the large ensemble size. The results 
(e.g., Fig. 1) show, on the other hand, that there exist a 
few regions where model errors are not canceled by the 
ensemble mean (such as the Kuroshio Extension and ACC 
regions). Such common model errors possibly arise from 
the coarse horizontal resolutions as reported in previous 
studies (e.g., Hasumi et al. 2010). Interannual variability is 
better represented in both the analyses using all available 
TS observations (including Argo data) and the ensemble 
mean of the reanalyses than the analysis using the Argo 
data only, especially when the larger values are used for the 
criteria (Δρ = 0.125 kg m−3 and ΔT = 0.5 °C).
Differences in the individual syntheses were then 
assessed by intercomparing the winter and summer MLDs/
ILDs together with the BLTs. The result shows that, in addi-
tion to the consistent features between the reanalyses, dif-
ferences can also be seen depending on the configurations 
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of the reanalyses. Features seen in the reanalyses with simi-
lar configurations offer interesting information toward the 
improved reanalyses (e.g., the change in mixing parameter-
ization from ORAS4 to ORAP5) and also suggests a limit 
to the effectiveness of the ensemble mean approach if simi-
lar reanalyses are included. At high latitudes, consistency 
among all the observational and reanalysis datasets is rela-
tively low in terms of both the seasonal cycle and interan-
nual variability. Therefore, observational studies that fully 
describe the high-latitudinal variability are required as well 
as further improved modeling and assimilation techniques 
toward the enhanced syntheses.
Although MLD/ILD data themselves are not assimi-
lated in the syntheses here, the estimated MLDs/ILDs are 
primarily influenced by the assimilated TS profile data. 
Therefore, regarding the observational MLDs/ILDs as 
independent references might yield little extra effect. In 
addition, smaller biases in a product do not necessarily 
indicate its superiority in other aspects. Their magnitude 
depends on how strongly the observations of TS are used 
to constrain the model locally in time and space. For exam-
ple, the smoother approach does not insert local TS correc-
tions but tends to retain the model dynamics while trying 
to fit the model to the data, which makes an MLD repre-
sentation close to the observational data rather challenging. 
Hence, it is important to make an accurate assessment of 
each synthesis from various aspects, particularly with inde-
pendent data. However, taking into consideration the fact 
that the MLD is a key parameter in determining the upper 
ocean processes, which greatly influences other variables, 
the validation and intercomparison of the MLD fields of the 
syntheses in this study are of value for the communities of 
both model developers and users. In particular, the robust 
reproduction of both the seasonal cycle and interannual 
variability of MLD by the ensemble mean of the renalyses 
indicates a great potential of the ensemble mean MLD field 
for better investigating and monitoring the upper ocean 
processes, together with other intercomparison results such 
as for the surface forcing and heat content variability (e.g., 
Palmer et al. 2014). Information on uncertainty derived 
from the ensemble spread should allow further quantita-
tive discussion for results derived from the ensemble mean 
(e.g., Xue et al. 2012).
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